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We will not tolerate the Greek Cypriot side’s actions
Turkish Vice President Fuat Oktay
stated that Turkey will not turn a
blind eye to the Greek Cypriot
side’s actions, who suppose that
they are the sole owner of the
island, aimed at ignoring the
Turkish Cypriot people.
He said that they will continue to
protect the legitimate rights and
interests of Turkey and the Turkish
Cypriot people in the Eastern
Mediterranean.
Speaking at a ceremony where
service medals were awarded to
veterans who served in the 1974
Peace Operation in Cyprus, Oktay
praised the sacrifices of the
veterans who fought for the
freedom and safety of the Turkish
Cypriot people.
He said that their goal was to
guarantee the political equality of
the Turkish Cypriots and to
guarantee their legitimate rights,
their security, and their welfare.
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“All our efforts to this day have
been unsuccessful due to the Greek
Cypriot side’s intransigent stance.
The fact that Turkish Cypriots are
subjected to embargoes and
restrictions in many areas forces
the boundaries of logic and
consciousness. The time has come
to put aside approaches which are
open-ended and which ignore the
realities on the island.” Oktay said,
adding that efforts to prevent the
development of the Turkish

Cypriot people and maintain the
status quo were not sustainable.
With regard to hydrocarbons
discovered
in
the
Eastern
Mediterranean, Oktay said that the
discovery of new reserves had
made Cyprus a centre of attention
in the international arena.
Oktay said that the energy
resources in the region should be
used as an opportunity for the
success and wealth of the region.

Turkey will continue to protect rights and interests
Turkish Defence Minister Hulusi
Akar said ‘Turkey will continue to
protect its rights and interests in
Cyprus according to the Treaties of
Guarantees and Alliance’.
Akar in his speech during a
ceremony where the national
struggle medals were awarded to
the veterans who served in the
Cyprus Peace Operation pointed
out that the noble Turkish Nation’s
solidarity with the Turkish Cypriot
people has been continuing for half
a century and Turkish people have
always been together with Turkish
Cypriot people in their struggle for
existence and independence.

Akar also underlined that Turkey any decision that excludes Turkey,
will continue to support all efforts or does not have its approval, to be
to find a solution to the problems implemented’.
in Cyprus, Aegean and the Eastern
Mediterranean as long as they are
through peaceful methods, good
neighbourly relations and on the
basis international law while
safeguarding peace and security in
Cyprus and protecting its rights
and interests according to the
Treaties of Guarantees and
Alliance.
Lastly Minister Akar said ‘We
shall however not allow any
attempts to carry out a fait
accompli. There is no chance for
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Erhürman visited Ankara
Prime Minister Tufan Erhürman
paid a one-day working visit to
Ankara yesterday (28th March).
During his visit, Erhürman met
with Turkish Vice President Fuat
Oktay and the President of the
Council of Higher Education
(YÖK) Prof. Dr. Yekta Saraç.
Within the framework of his other
contacts in Ankara, Erhürman
participated in a ceremony where
service medals were awarded to
veterans who took part in the 1974
Peace Operation in Cyprus.
In his speech at the ceremony,
Erhürman stated that the Cyprus
problem started in 1963, not in

1974, and that the days when the
veterans came to the island were
the darkest days as a result of the
coup carried out by the fascist
junta. He stressed that each veteran
had helped the Turkish Cypriots
overcome the great difficulties they
faced. Erhürman emphasized that
while the negotiations on the
Cyprus problem continue, Turkish
Cypriot people will never give up
the political equality and added that
the TRNC will continue its
economic and social development
with the assistance of the Republic
of Turkey.

example, he said “The best
example is the struggle that was put
forward by them. They paid the
heaviest price during those bitter
times”.
Erhürman said that the Turkish
Cypriot people, like other people in
the world, were demanding equal

representation
within
international community.

the

Stating that they will enable the
social and economic development
of the TRNC by working all
together, Erhürman stressed that the
Turkish Cypriot people will
continue to exist.

Giving the struggle waged by the
war veterans and martyrs as an

Two Acoustic Traffic Signals for the Blind installed In Lefkoşa
Acoustic traffic signal for the blind
have been installed at two points in
Lefkoşa. One of the signals was
installed on the traffic lights at the
entrance of Dr. Burhan Nalbantoğlu
Hospital and the other on the traffic
lights at the Girne Gate, the main
entrance of the walled town.

of the Coordination Council of
Disabled Services Günay Kibrit and
council member Orkun Bozkurt
inspected the system and expressed
their thoughts and suggestions to
the Undersecretary of the Ministry
Kemal Bağzıbağlı.

traffic lights. Once the red light is
on for the vehicles, the sound
indicating
green
light
for
pedestrians is activated.
Source; Ministry of Public Works
and Transportation

To activate the system, a pedestrian
Chairman of the Disabled Solidarity must touch the control panel
Association Ömer Suay, Chairman installed on the pole holding the

Protocol signed for TRNC & Turkish Driving Licence conversion
Turkish citizens will be allowed to
use their driving licenses in the
TRNC, and TRNC citizens will be
able to use TRNC driving licences
in Turkey, under a new signed
protocol.
TRNC citizens who are in Turkey,
for work or studies, will be able to
convert their TRNC driving
licences into Turkish driving
licences.
In the same way, Turkish citizens

in the TRNC will be able to
convert their licences into TRNC
licences.
The protocol will be implemented
once the necessary internal legal
procedures are completed. The
agreement is permanent. However,
if one party wishes to cancel the
agreement they should inform the
other party 6 months in advance.
Source; Ministry of Public
Works and Transportation
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Embargo by Greek Cypriot Administration to Science
The Greek Cypriot Administration
has imposed one more embargo on
the TRNC in the field of Science.
The Greek Cypriot Administration,
which continues to prevent
international cooperation of the
TRNC universities and their
attendance
at
international
organizations, prevented Assistant
Professor Tomotako Kitamura,
who arrived in Cyprus via Larnaca
Airport, to attend an academic
activity at a TRNC university.

Kitamura, who explained that he
had received support from his
university in Japan to attend the
conference at EMU, said that he
checked the website of the
Embassy of Southern Cyprus in
Japan before arriving and he found
out that there was no need for a
visa and no problem in the
transition to the TRNC. That’s
why; he said that he arrived at
Larnaca Airport the day before the
‘Physics Days’ at EMU.

The
event
occurred
last
Wednesday (20th March). When
the Japanese academic arrived in
Cyprus, Greek Cypriot authorities
sent him back to Dubai after they
learned that
Kitamura
was
planning to attend an academic
activity in the TRNC.

Stating that after they stamped his
passport at Larnaca Airport, he had
been asked why he had come to
Cyprus and Kitamura indicated in
his reply that he had come for
‘Physics Days’ at EMU, he was
then taken to a room and
questioned.

The young academician stated that
he couldn’t cross to the North and
he was told that ‘it’s illegal’, his
passport and other documents were
taken away and he was sent back to
Dubai after waiting in Larnaca
Airport for 9 hours.

Kitamura who is an Assistant
Professor at one of the leading
universities of Japan sent messages
to the authorities of the Eastern
Mediterranean University (EMU)
via internet in Dubai and expressed
that he would not be able to attend
the academic event due to the
obstacle of the Greek Cypriot side.
Thereupon,
the
Eastern
Mediterranean
University
Administration made the necessary
initiatives for Kitamura’s arrival in
the TRNC via İstanbul to attend the
event.

Although he had submitted the
documents related to his academic
identity and the brochures and
leaflets related to the ‘Physics
Days’, he was not allowed to enter
and then he was taken to another

While sharing his feelings about
the process he had experienced in
Larnaca
Airport
Assistant
Professor Kitamura underlined that
he was supported by his university
in Japan for his academic

The Assistant Professor eventually
attended the academic event and
made his presentation which was
very important for his career.
During his visit to Vice Rector of
EMU Prof. Dr.Cem Tanova,
Assistant Professor Tomotako
Kitamura, who will return to his
country tomorrow (27th March),
spoke to a TAK correspondent and
told what happened and answered
questions.

room and they continued
interrogate him there.

to

Kitamura said that in the second
phase of interrogation he was
asked whether he knows the
Cyprus problem or not and he
replied: ‘I’m an academician. I
have just come to make a physics
presentation. I am not concerned
with your problem. I didn’t come
to make policy. I’m not interested
in the Cyprus issue. I’m interested
in physics problems.’

presentation in North Cyprus and
the
presentation
was
very
important for his career and he was
anxious and stressed because he
thought that he would not have the
chance to do his presentation
because of the Greek Cypriot
obstacles.
Kitamura also stated that although
he had problems on arrival and he
was able to arrive in North Cyprus
a little later than scheduled, he
loved being in the Turkish
Republic of Northern Cyprus and it
will be his pleasure to come again.
Rector
of
the
Eastern
Mediterranean University Prof Dr.
Necdet Osam met with Kitamura
and extended his thanks for his
attendance to the EMU ‘Physics
Days’ to share his academic
experience. Osam also said that he
was delighted to see a valued
academician at EMU despite all of
the obstacles.
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Özersay conveys his condolences to Winston Peters
In Istanbul on Friday (22nd of
March, 2019), Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Foreign
Affairs Kudret Özersay conveyed
his condolences to New Zealand’s
Deputy Prime Minister and
Foreign Minister Winston Peters.
Özersay who attended the OIC
Emergency Open-Ended Executive
Committee Ministerial Meeting on
the Terrorist Attack against Two

Mosques in New Zealand and on
Countering
Hatred
and
Intolerance against Muslims,
referred to the meeting via his
social media account concerning
his contacts at the meeting.

In his speech at the meeting,
Özersay pointed out the need for
the international community to be
in solidarity on the basis of
common values against such hate
crimes and terrorist attacks.
Özersay also expressed the hope
Özersay said: “I found the that such a tragic event will never
opportunity to convey the sorrow be experienced again.
felt by our country regarding the
terror attack which took place in 51 people were killed in a terrorist
New Zealand”.
attack last week during Friday
prayers in Christchurch, New
Zealand.

Özersay : Do not mingle politics, at least with regard to Science
Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs Kudret
Özersay stated that the Greek
Cypriot administration has recently
stepped up its obstructive and
preventative
actions
towards
academic activities carried out by
the TRNC universities.

Özersay said the approach adopted
by the Greek Cypriot leadership
regarding the TRNC universities
and academics at a time when
confidence-building measures were
considered to be implemented is an
example of insincerity.

In a written statement, Özersay said
that it was unacceptable that a
foreign academic who arrived in
Cyprus via Larnaca Airport last
week with the aim of attending an
academic activity at a TRNC
university had been denied entry by
Greek Cypriot authorities and sent
back to Dubai after they learned
that he was planning to cross over
to the North to participate in a
conference at one of the TRNC
universities.

Özersay also added that the Greek
Cypriot side, on the one hand, acts
like they are discussing confidencebuilding measures with us but on
the other hand tries to smear or
silence our universities with the
aim of causing economic hardships
for us. This is not acceptable and
does not comply with sincerity.
Such approaches only cause enmity
between the two peoples on the
island.
The
Greek
Cypriot
leadership should take measures to
stop such practices.

“Those who try to prevent Turkish
Cypriots from participating in such
activities
through
outdated
approaches have started to do the
same regarding academics who
want to or are in contact with
universities and academics in our
country. This does not serve to
build confidence between the two
communities and will result in a
lack of confidence on the island”
Özersay said.

Reminding that similar practices
had been carried out not long ago
in respect of tourists from Russia
and Israel who had plans to spend
their holiday in the North, Özersay
said ‘now the same attitude is being
shown to academics who want to
come to our universities and he
pointed out that it’s inappropriate
in this century to name a university,
an academician or an academic
activity illegal.

Also touching upon the TRNC
Immovable Property Commission
(IPC), Özersay said that Greek
Cypriot property owners could
apply to the commission for
compensation if they wished to and
this attitude clearly shows that the
Turkish Cypriot side does not
ignore anyone’s property rights.
Özersay underlined that pre-1974
property owners were given the
opportunity to be compensated.
In addition Özersay said ‘since we
are providing the opportunity for
compensation, no one has the right
to claim that any activity on that
property is illegal’ and reminded
that the Immovable Property

Commission had been recognized
by the European Court of Human
Rights as an effective domestic
remedy. He said that the Greek
Cypriot argument had become null
and void with the establishment of
the IPC.
In conclusion Özersay pointed out
that trying to prevent an academic
activity does not comply with
goodwill and said ‘we will
complain about this mainly to the
United Nations and the other
related international organizations
and we will attract the attention of
everyone
to
this
outdated
implementation.’
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Özersay: “I want our people to be at ease in terms of guarantees”
At an event he participated in
yesterday (24th March), the
Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs Kudret
Özersay informed the citizens
about the Cyprus issue, the
guarantees, the recent armaments
of
the
Greek
Cypriot
Administration and the diplomatic
developments in the hydrocarbon
reserves in the region.
Stating that he wants the people to
be at ease in terms of guarantees,

Özersay said that he had also
discussed with Turkish Foreign
Minister Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu in
Antalya in the past week all
regional developments and he
added that he is always in contact
with Turkey. Özersay said: “Our
sensitivity on this issue was
underlined two days ago in
Antalya in the joint press
statement of the Turkish Foreign
Minister Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu and
Greek Foreign Minister Georgios
Katrugalos.”

Özersay also added that on the one
hand, entering into an armament
process that goes beyond the
defence purpose in the region, on
the other hand, asserting that the
guarantees are outdated, is not a
very realistic and sincere approach
“Unfortunately the Greek Cypriot
Administration does not seem
ready for the political equality and
the sharing of authorities in the
administration as we have
expressed many times," Özersay
said.

Akinci received Garber
President Mustafa Akıncı received
the
newly
appointed
US
Ambassador to Lefkoşa, Judith
Gail Garber, who began her duty in
Cyprus on the 18th of March 2019.
During the visit President Mustafa
Akıncı
informed
the
US
Ambassador about the essence of
the Cyprus issue and the efforts
made by the Turkish Cypriot side
with the hope of reaching a
solution. The President added that
the Greek Cypriot side’s rejection
of the Turkish Cypriot side’s
political equality was creating a
serious obstacle in the negotiations
process.

The President also spoke about the
hydrocarbon resources in the
Eastern Mediterranean by saying
that the vision for the hydrocarbon
resources should be aimed at
protecting regional peace and
security. Explaining that some
years ago European Union
membership should have been an
encouraging factor for a solution in
Cyprus, however that did not
materialise and it was a great
mistake. Noting that a similar
mistake is taking place now on the
hydrocarbon
issue,
President
Akıncı said that instead of
encouraging the sides towards

cooperation, the international unilateral steps and this is not
community is encouraging the assisting in the solution process on
Greek Cypriot side to take the island.

Osman Örek remembered
The late Osman Örek who had government officials as well as
served as the Speaker of the military staff and the members of
TRNC Assembly and as Prime his family attended the ceremony.
Minister
was
remembered
yesterday (24th March) on the
20th anniversary of his death at a
ceremony held at the state
graveyard.
TRNC President Mustafa Akıncı,
the Speaker of the TRNC
Assembly Teberrüken Uluçay, the
Prime Minister Tufan Erhürman,
the Turkish Ambassador to
Lefkoşa Ali Murat Başçeri,
Ministers,
other
state
and

ANIMAL WELFARE
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KAR - News Update
KAR News - For more information go to the Kyrenia Animal Rescue website

New arrivals looking for a new home… very soon… Please
visit our centre 9am-1pm, 7 days per week.

Thank you!! NOT A CLUE
Thank you so much to the the Quiz Team ‘Not a Clue’ who
delivered their recent winnings to the office this morning.

378.75TL.
We appreciate your continued support.

TRNC next week. We just need to
finance the purchase.

URGENT donations needed ....
We have had a bit of a disaster and the
clippers we use to prepare the cats for
their operations have broken and are
beyond repair.
We are asking for cash donations to
purchase a new pair.

Please mark you donation CLIPPERS.

We have located the replacements and
are able to buy them from Amazon. We
have someone coming back from UK to

Bob and Jon at the Roadhouse
(Alsancak)
every
Tuesday
afternoon, live music from 2pm.

Please dig deep and make a donation via
the website DONATE button, Website
PAYPAL button, direct by BACS into
the HSBC account.

Thanks guys....
We are looking for £150.00.

We are currently looking for
staff to work at the centre,
specifically in the Quarantine
area and the Cat Sanctuary.

Playing in support of KAR.
Pop along for a sunny afternoon of
mellow music....

The ability to work weekends is
essential.
We will provide transport
between Lapta and Arapkoy.
Please call Elaine the Centre
Manager for more information
0533 863 1950
(full training will be given).
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Me, my dreams, and ambitions in life
an engineer. Although my parents
had never showed their intentions
about deciding my ultimate
profession, they were eager to see
me completing my studies up to
university graduation. They had
never thought of making me an
artist (painter), however they
helped me a lot to continue it as a
serious hobby.
By Ahmet Abdulaziz .....
I am talking about our childhood.
Each of us would dream in our
childhood of what we should
become when grown up. This is a
fact that none of us deny. For sure,
most of us usually forget by
pushing them back in our
consciousness. But I am sure such
an effort never leads to forgetting
those sweet memories of our
childhood.
Like everyone I can retrace my
memories, to re-live those sweet
dreams of my young age. Here I
am discussing the dreams of my
childhood, about what should I
become when grown up.

could be a conductor of a bus only
if my elder brother is a driver. No
one else would take me as
conductor.
The reason for all this was perhaps
our weekly bus trip to our
grandparents house, in a different
area of the city. I do not know how
and why I dropped this idea, but I
know it never surfaced as I grew
up.
As I grew up a little more, I
remember I had decided to become
an artist (painter). There was no
doubt I was very good at drawing
and in pencil colouring. I wanted
to be an artist, but never had any
idea about how I was supposed to

When I started to re-trace my old
memories in my mind, to find
answer of my this question, I came
across a chain of my dreams and
ambitions, which kept on shifting
due to various reasons.
I can see myself in my memory,
arguing with my elder brother,
when I was perhaps in the first or
second class of primary school. At
that age, I had found the
profession of a bus conductor as a
most fascinating one. So I had
decided to become a conductor of
a bus, with my elder brother being
the driver. It was interesting that I
had realised that I would not be
driving the bus. Of course I was
smart enough to establish that I

Then one day, my grandmother
discussed this issue with me. I was
perhaps in the sixth or may be fifth
class then. She told me that artists
(painters) usually lead a very
difficult life, since it is very
difficult to build a reasonable life
by just drawing and painting. I
must have been disheartened by
this, but I think that day I decided
not to become a professional artist
and to continue it as a serious
hobby.
Looking back, I see myself
dreaming of becoming an air force
pilot. That was the second half of
1960s. In those days I had read
many articles about the bravery of
air force pilots in the last war. I
had watched a couple of movies
about aeroplanes, etc.
This dream of mine became a
serious desire when I visited my
maternal grandparents in Warsak,
near Peshawar city, in the northern
part of Pakistan in 1968. I was in
ninth class at that time. My

become an ultimate artist. My
father had been very cooperative
in this, and had bought me some
good art books, to learn drawing
of the human body etc.
In those years (1960s), every child
would become either a doctor or

maternal grandfather was a civil
engineer by profession, and he was
posted by
the government
department he was attached to, as
maintenance officer in the
residential colony of Pakistan air
force, situated just next to the
Warsak Dam.
I visited them during my school
holidays. There I got chance to
meet a number of air force pilots,
and their families. The whole
environment had made me crazy to
join the Air Force.
But there were many hurdles in
my way at that time. One should
have studied science subjects in
school, to apply for a GD Pilot in
the air force. But I had already
joined the commerce section in the
school, where I was not studying
the subjects needed to apply for
GD pilot. The air force was not
accepting commerce graduates.
But one day I found the way
opened for me to apply for GD
pilot in the air force. For once a
rare time that had provided a
chance to commerce graduates
also to apply for entry. I was more
than happy to apply, but
unfortunately I failed at the first
step, due to various medical
deficiencies which I had. Thus my
dream of becoming an air force
pilot ended.
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continued ....

Me, my dreams, and ambitions in life

I admit that though I spent years
playing on drums, becoming a
musician or something in the field
of music was never my dream. I
was in music just because I liked
it.
I was perhaps never
emotionally attached to music. I
loved playing music, but only
when I had to play. Drums and
guitars are still my favourite
musical instruments, but my
interest in them never went beyond
a specific level.
I had never thought of becoming a
chartered accountant in the early
stages of my life, but during my
last year of bachelors in commerce,
I had found options open to me for
further qualification in the field.
One was Masters in Business
Administration and the other was
Chartered Accountancy. That was
the point when I was undecided.
My father came to my rescue. He
had put his weight in favour of
Chartered Accountancy. So I
started my professional life by
joining
a
local
Chartered
Accountant firm in 1974 as an
Articled clerk (Trainee auditor). I
am happy to be a Chartered
Accountant.
I became one of the youngest
Chartered Accountants in those
days, at the age of 24. I enjoyed
the next 17 years when I worked in
the field attached to the same firm
of Chartered Accountants. I had
always been a happy guy who
never took anything very seriously
in the otherwise very sober and
serious profession. Those were
indeed wonderful days of my life.
With all this inter-mixing of of my
dreams, my goal to become a
runner is still as fresh as it used to
be during 1980. This dream
surfaced in 1979 when I completed
my studies. I had done my

finishing 365 marathon distances
(42 km) in a period of 365 days.
This may seem awesome, but it is
my dream.

chartered accountancy.
I had
completed my studies, every time
getting good marks and positions.
But to achieve that goal I had put
back my desire to be an athlete. I
wanted to be a hockey player when
I was in school, but that too could
not be materialised due to various
reasons. So once I was free of the
burden of my studies, I reverted
back to the ground, with the new
dream of becoming a long distance
runner.
That was 1979, and now exactly 40
years have passed, and I am still
dreaming of doing many things in
the field of long distance running.
Athletes usually try to be a fast
runner. Their achievements have
always been to compete and get a
better position by reducing their
times. But mine is different. I do
not compete. I do not want to run
fast. I never wanted to win a race.
In fact this peculiar behaviour
reflects my realisation of my
strength and abilities. I know I
cannot run fast. I know I cannot run
continuously. With all these
deficiencies in hand, I became a
slow runner, who runs and walks.
So I have been running and
walking for long distances for the
last 40 years. My speed is still the
same as it used to be during the
1980s. I know that's my limit, so I

never try to force myself to run
fast. All I try to do is tax myself to
cover more and more distances.
Many times I have run/walked for
over 80km in a day, which is
almost two marathons in a day.
In this field my ultimate dream is
to create my personal record of

With all these dreams coming and
going out of my young life, there
had been one single constant dream
that never left me. That was the
dream to go and live in Turkey. It
was a dream that I had at the age of
17, and would materialise only
when I reached the age of 36.
Maybe that was the only dream of
my young age that I succeeded in
turning to a real life achievement.
The process of dreaming and
making future goals is a constant
process which never stops. As I am
over 63 now, still I have new
dreams and new ambitions. Let's
see where my dreams lead me to.
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Slimmers World, Catalkoy, get-together at Lord’s Palace, Girne
By Margaret Sheard ....
Slimmers World, which meets
every Saturday morning at Sartaj
Restaurant in Catalkoy, is not just a
group of people trying to lose
weight.
It is a group which has a very
sociable outlook and they have not
only become friends but give each
other much support. Val StuartTraynor who leads the group has
set up a Facebook Messenger
group page and the members can
contact each other if they feel the
need to contact someone when
being tempted to stray from their
diet or just to have a chat.
On Saturday 23rd March it was
decided to have a get-together for
lunch at Lord’s Palace in Girne and
we were asked if we would like to
join them, as we did on a previous
occasion. There were 16 members
of the slimming club present
enjoying the superb buffet, which
offers a vast selection of hot and

cold foods and wonderful desserts.
The occasion was also an excuse to
celebrate the recent 65th birthdays
of Val Stuart-Traynor on 14th
March and Kate Bell on 7th March.

Saturday afternoon and so
another birthday celebration
evening.
No doubt she
remember her 65th birthday
fond memories.

Val had her birthday celebration
with her husband at Lord’s Palace
and was given very special
treatment.

The group meet at Sartaj
Restaurant at 10am every Saturday
so if anyone would like to join
them for weight loss and a social
occasion, please contact Val on
0542 855 1219. On 30th March it
will be a half price fee to join as a
new member and also for those
who would like to re-join.

Kate had a surprise in store which
had been arranged by her sister,
friend Jo and another sister who had
come from the UK. Unbeknown to
Kate they had packed clothes,
passport and spending money (they
had thought of everything she would
need) and a taxi arrived to take them
to Larnaca for a few days from
Thursday 7th to Saturday 9th
March. Kate had no idea this had
been arranged and she thoroughly
enjoyed the surprise. A party had
also been arranged at the Stone
Castle in Esentepe on the Saturday
evening and there was some concern
that she would not be there, but Kate
arrived back from Larnaca on

had
that
will
with

There is to be a grand raffle for
Easter and I did manage to get
together some bits and pieces to
contribute to this, so if anyone has
some nice unwanted items stored
away, the slimming group would
be pleased to take them off your
hands for their raffle. All surplus
money raised within the group is
shared as a donation between
Kyrenia Animal Rescue (KAR)
and Hope 4 Pets, so as well as
being a great social/slimming
group, the members also help the
street and stray/abandoned dogs
and cats of North Cyprus.

KADS Murder Mystery at The Black Olive, Alsancak
KADS are staging a Murder
Mystery, “Fatal Reaction” at The
Black Olive in Alsancak on
Tuesday
April
30th
and
Wednesday May 1st.
The performances start at 7.00pm
with a buffet meal between the two
acts and cake at the end of the
evening.
Tickets are on sale at the
Lambousa Saturday Market in
Lapta and The Food Lodge in
Catalkoy at 75TL per person. All
proceeds will be for SOS
Children’s Village and Kyrenia
Animal Rescue. All pre-booked

tickets will be ready at Lambousa
Saturday Market from April 6th.
For any further information please
contact Beverley Westbrook on
0533 832 8121.
Hurry if you want a reservation –
this event is already over 50% full.
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Hikmet's Wonderland 2019
Hikmet Uluçam, the father of
cacti, artist and photographer,
spends a lot of time with caring
for the many different trees, his
unbelievable collection of cacti,
and the cultivation of Cypriot
spring flowers; he looks after the
kindergarten of young plants, repots them when grown. Part of the
potted ones he offers for sale.

By Heidi Trautmann ....
www.heiditrautmann.com ....
There is a place on the island of
Cyprus, many people won’t miss
it for the world to visit, a hidden
garden, where you will meet the
heralds of spring, cyclamen,
anemones, tulips and more, all at
once, and you may begin to
wonder if any are left over to
cover the rest of the island.
We have been visiting Hikmet’s
Wonderland, as I call it, for many
years, it is a place that suggests
how our world could be, with so
many varieties of plants growing
next to each other, sometimes
intertwined, peacefully, sharing
the same soil and the same sun.

This year he also put his own
collection of artworks on display
in his art gallery, early artworks of
friends and colleagues, the older
generation mostly, and at so many
paintings, I cried out, look, Emin
Cizenel’s drawing of his young
years, even a watercolour by
Çevdet Çağdaş, Kemal Ankaç,
Vivian
Guthrie,
Nilgün
Güney….and many more.
Unbelievable!
Nature and art, what a satisfying
combination….
The garden will be open until
March 31, daily from 10:00 –
17:00 except Monday and
Tuesday.
For directions, see the map on the
poster.

See my article on the link shown
below :
http://www.heiditrautmann.com/category.aspx?CID=1654486188#.XJZIgyIzaUk
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The Quest - Part 6 - The End Game
POSTSCRIPT

By Nick Vye ....
Sanctuary ....
The Quest - Part 6
The End Game
On the long flight home from
Cairo Airport, Zac turned to Peter.
Well we have completed 3 Quests
now and together have gained
more experience of life and
expanded our conscious awareness
of other states of being etc.

Gopal Das and Rami Nuri are
Masters of the ancient Vairagi
Adepts of the Himalayas along with
higher entities that have always
existed in the leading civilisations
of past and present time, also known
as the "just men" of the sacred
scriptures. In 1965 this unbroken
line of Adepts now over 974,
released again the Ancient Science
of Soul Travel (A.S.O.S.T.) known
as ECKANKAR (co-worker with
God ). Or ECK the prime action in
the whole creation; the life and soul
of everything. His name was Paul
Twitchell, he wrote over 50 books
and laid down the teachings to
study.
Today most countries in the world
have study groups and here it is
taught in Lefkosa, North Cyprus, in
Turkish.

These adventures of ours have
been a big learning curve for the
two of us and I've really enjoyed
the time we have spent together.
Likewise, said Peter, and oh I do
get it now exactly.
With that and in tune on the same
wavelength with each other. Then
with synchronicity and automatic
reactions, they both put their
airliner seats in the reclining
position.
With their eyes now shut and their
breathing slow and deep, in an
instant they were gone, out of their
bodies travelling.
Another Quest was just about to
begin .....
Could be continued in your own
lives, think about it !!!

I had studied, taught and lectured
on this teaching for over 11 years
in the past and for the last 28 years
I've walked my own path, through
the knowledge I gained from it. I
then continued to lecture, teach and
heal, also crystal awareness, and
meditation and yoga here in North
Cyprus for the last 19 years. I
continue to be here for the benefit
of everyone else. The experiences
of spiritual travelling I wrote about

in THE QUEST are all possible,
with study, practice and of course
a spiritual Master to guide and
show you the way.
With love light and peace,
Nick Vye Sanctuary.

LIFESTYLE
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Tree planting by Girne American University students
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ......
Trees are of utmost importance to
all everywhere in the world, not
just in the TRNC or Cyprus. The
practice of planting trees needs to
be popularised the world over. The
process of planting trees has thus
been made part of social activities
in the country. The educational
institutions in particular carry out
such campaigns to keep this
practice alive.
With this aim the students of the
Preschool Education department
of the Girne American University
recently organized a tree planting

activity in Ozanköy New Picnic
Area.
The activity was carried out within
the scope of "Community Service
Practices"
course
of
the
department.

Mehmet Ali Ateş and Necla
Göktan and the department students
took part.
Senior Lecturer Mehmet Ali Ateş
addressed the subject by saying that
the next generation can cool down

in the shade of trees planted by a
previous generation. Today, we
have introduced our seedlings to the
soil together for future generations.
Thank you to all those who have
been with us and supported us on
this meaningful day.

In the project, which was carried
out with the title of “Plant Your
Seedling, Nurture Your Hope”,
alongside GAU The American
Nursery School Teachers and
students,
GAU
Preschool
Department Head Asst. Dr. Oxana
Manolova Yalçın, Community
Service
Practices
Course
Academicians, Senior Lecturers

Trevor’s Tips: Reply to questions about driving to South Cyprus

Readers mail....
We receive many enquiries for
information in response to our
publications on Cyprusscene and
below is a request for confirmation
and additional tips from Hillary
concerning driving licences as
reported in Trevor's Tips for April
2019.

Comment from Hilary:

Reply to Hilary:

Hello Trevor,
I am new to this Newsletter and am
very impressed by your postings.
Thank you so much for taking the
time to research on our behalf and
communicate succinctly.

Hello Hilary,
When you have spent 90 days here
in any one year, if you intend
driving here you must, hold a valid
TRNC driving licence, otherwise
your insurance will not be
recognised by the insurance
company and the police. Because
you are over 60 years old this
makes your application more
straightforward.

I am 60+, TRNC home owner and
a ‘swallow’, not British but an EU
country passport holder, in
possession of an IDP and rely on
TRNC hire car.
After the 90 days do I need to
apply for :
• a Temp. Residency Permit
OR
•
would it suffice to cross the
border into South Cyprus on a day
trip or possibly more days?
•

Thank you,
Trevor Hughes

•

a TRNC driving license
OR
will the IDP be recognised?

Many thanks,
Hilary

If you wish, we can make your
application for you, our fee is
80TL over and above the licence
fee.
On the subject of Temporary
Residence even though you are
over 60 years old you should make
your application at least once,
although this may change later.
There are changes afoot and all
expats will have to register
themselves with the Ministry
irrespective of their age every 1 or
2 years.

(For British visitors) Depending on
Brexit, your UK driving license
will not be recognised to drive
over the border at the moment, you
will need an International Driving
Licence if the UK comes out of the
EU.
The permits can only be got from a
British Post Office. If you cannot
get to the UK, someone can make
the application for you. The cost is
£5.50 per application per year. The
IDP is not recognised in the
TRNC.
Going over the border to get an
extension to your 90 days is
against the Law here, although
some people have got away with it
for years, but this practice will
cease soon.
I hope this is helpful to you, but if
you need more information you
can contact me direct on
trevorhughes329@gmail.com and
if you would like to receive my
News Round direct let me know
by emailing me, this is free of
charge.
Regards, Trevor Hughes
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Hope 4 Pets - News Update
Facebook Posting by Stephanie Harrison-Croft
We are putting out an appeal to our members asking you to consider
helping with food support for the Iskele Shelter dogs who are not only
living, (just) in terrible conditions but are actually starving as well.
H4P will be supplying a quantity but they will need more!
If you can help us help them please contact Emma Eminsoy or myself.
"If donating via any of our links please pm me with your donation
amount so I can do a running total to buy more food" for ease of
calculation.
Thank you
********************************
40 x 15 & 20 kg bags of food waiting to be collected by Ralf Purcell and
Sarah Jane Purcell for the Iskele Shelter dogs donated by H4P and some of
our wonderful members.
Thank you each and all. Lets hope all the starving pups will have full
stomachs for a while to come............See page 15 for more information

Facebook Posting by Karen Lain ...

Original Artwork by Sen Art - €40

This is Angel now, the little cat that I picked up from Supreme, she is
gorgeous and staying with Yasmin my dear friend. We are looking for a
home for her, she is well, has been spayed and will be injected for cat flu in
next couple of weeks. A big thank you to H4P for paying for her treatment.
Please share, she will make a lovely house cat.

Just look at this lovely original kindly donated to H4P on
sale for just 40 euros

Thinking caps on for another great
music and entertainment quiz at the
Red Ribbon Restaurant, Karakum.

Facebook post by Emma
Eminsoy 26th March.

Please join us and help Hope 4 Pets
to help the animals of North
Cyprus.
To book tel Mick on :
0533 877 4537

This,
as
you
remember, is Polo.

may

He is a beautiful boy, still
in need of a good, loving
home to make him one of
the family.

ANIMAL WELFARE
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North Cyprus Animal Carers meet Iskele Belediye.
Readers mail:
From Ralf Purcell
Today 25th March 2019 North
Cyprus Animal Carers group had a
meeting with the Manager Mustafa
Bey (Deputy Mayor?) of the Iskele
Belediye.
We discussed all the issues at their
shelter that have recently been
brought to our notice by reliable
sources… The problems and issues
are not new; they are long standing
over the past 12 months and are
continuing even today! Last year
you may recall the problems that
were encountered when volunteers
went to help at the shelter when the
outbreak of distemper occurred.
The volunteers were locked out of
the shelter and not allowed to visit
or help, many falsehoods were told
at that time about the conditions,
the welfare and health of the dogs
and what was being done to rectify
and resolve those issues,
Unfortunately
most
of
the
problems and issues still remain
unchanged as reported & now we
have photographic evidence to
support the claims.
The manager (Deputy Mayor) was
informed that under the current
TRNC laws it is the duty and
responsibility of the Belediye to
supply their shelter and the animals
in it with food, water and medical
care and medications if required as
laid down in those laws... His
response was: A shrug of the
shoulders and he said “That they
do not have the money to feed,
look after, pay for vets visits or
buy the medication the dogs
need!" I said "However you do
have the money to plant all the
pretty flowers on the roundabout
and make things on the surface
look nice"!

the shelter reported to him that
everything is in order and the
animals are in good health and
happy". Again these are blatant lies
from the workers to the manager
(Deputy Mayor) there is obviously
no supervision in place, control
measures or checks made.
We all drove to the shelter to find
the staff busily cleaning the floors
and they had the dogs food (if you
can call it food that is) ready to
give to the animals... slops from
the area's restaurants and cafes
which contained all manner of
leftovers including onions, garlic,
bread, and even wooden skewers
- we have photographic evidence to
support what we saw with our own
eyes.
The
dogs
are
generally
malnourished hungry and fighting
for the slops, the health and
welfare of these animals leaves

much to be desired, we saw and at
least one dog that is ill with
suspected
Leishmaniasis...
Anaplasma...
tick
and
flea
infestation and the conditions they
live in are to say the least disgusting
and barely adequate.
It is quite evident that the cleaning
of the shelter is not being done
correctly; we saw old faeces in the
runs that had quite obviously been
there some time as it had
decomposed and had fur growing
on it. We also saw faeces that had
blood in it, some fresh old in two
separate runs.
New pups 1 week to 10 days old
with the mother who is also fed the
same slops... other pups outside in a
separate makeshift enclosure are
walking in what looks like cement
or lime, there is also a large coil of
wire in the pen with them! The
feeding water bowls have not been
cleaned and faeces are everywhere.

The pups do not look well or
wormed they are also malnourished
too.
Last year they were advised to
concrete the runs so that the soil
does not harbour ticks and fleas
with other disease, making it easier
to clean however that has not been
done. Also at that time they were
advised to construct a quarantine
area for the sick animals but that
has not been done either and the
sick animals are still with the
others passing the illnesses on.

Wooden skewers in food!

Blood on the ground!!

Editor’s Note
The opinions, advice or proposals within the letter are purely those of the author and do not, in any way, represent
Photo courtesy of Carlton White
He also stated "that the workers at those of Cyprusscene.com”
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Flying high with the University of Mediterranean Karpasia
and College of Tourism & Hotel
Management (COTHM).

By Chris Elliott....
Northern Cyprus is rich in
opportunities for education with a
number of fine universities and in
this article we are looking at the
wide and diverse opportunities to
study for those attending the
University
of
Mediterranean
Karpasia including Civil Aviation
Transportation Management and
Cabin Services.
University
Karpasia

of

Mediterranean

Founded in 2012, the University of
Mediterranean Karpasia is set in
Nicosia, the capital city of the
Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus (TRNC). With its second
campus established in 2014, the
UMK intends to enhance quality of
its education and to educate
tolerant,
confident
and
entrepreneurial
individuals,
equipped with
world
class
professional knowledge, skills and
competencies.
The objective is to have the
students learn scientific knowledge
by experimenting as well as testing
and researching in addition to
using that knowledge in their daily
lives.
The University of Mediterranean
Karpasia strives to reap benefits of
academic research and studies by
conducting
education
within
production and putting into use the
university – industry cooperation.
Accordingly, in order to reach
standards of global universities and
enable the students to have
internationally
recognized
diplomas
after
graduation,
agreements have been made with
some international universities,
including B.H.M.S. Business &
Hotel
Management
School
- Switzerland, Superior University,

With academicians who emphasize
science and practice, the university
offers a total of 10 Associate
Degree Programs in Vocational
School
of
Civil
Aviation,
Vocational School of Business
Administration, Vocational School
of Culinary Arts, Vocational
School of American Tourism and
Hospitality
Management;
7
Bachelor’s Degree Programs in
Faculty of Business, Faculty of
Civil Aviation, Faculty of Tourism
and Hospitality Management, and
Faculty of Law; and 9 Master’s
Degree Programs in the Institute of
Social Sciences.
Associate Degree Programs
Vocational School of Civil Aviation
- Civil Aviation Transportation Management
- Civil Aviation Cabin Services
Vocational School of Management
- Foreign Trade
Vocational School of Culinary Arts
- Culinary Arts (Cooking)
Vocational School of American Tourism and Hospitality Management
- Tourism and Hospitality Management
Bachelor’s Degree Programs
Faculty of Business Administration
- Business Administration
- Political Science and International Relations
Faculty of Civil Aviation
- Aviation Management
Faculty of Tourism and Hotel Management
- Travel Management and Tourism Guidance
- Hospitality Management
Faculty of Law
- Law (Turkish)
Master’s Degree Programs
Institute of Social Sciences
- Business Administration (Turkish/English)
- Tourism Management
- Accounting and Finance
- Occupational Health and Safety
- International Relations
- Management Information Systems
- Health Institutions Management
- Administration and Supervision of Educational Institutions

Seran Beyar
Director of Aviation School

Cabin simulation classroom

continued on next page
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GAU
film toofincrease
knowledge
about AIDS
continued
.... screened
University
Mediterranean
Karpasia
MISSION AND VISION
THE MISSION

THE VISION

Under common ethical values and
in the light of science, the
university is committed to educate
tolerant, open minded and self
confident
entrepreneurial
individuals who are equipped with
world
class
professional
knowledge, skills and competencies
and responsive to domestic and
international issues.

The vision is to become a leading
educational organization in our
field.

The main objective is to educate
high quality work force in terms of
knowledge, skills, emotion and
consideration. Implementing an
education model involving modern
teaching methods and techniques as
well as practices necessary for
professional knowledge and skills,
we
educate
well-disciplined
individuals who have effective
external communication skills, high
sense of responsibility and internal
focus of control.
With scientific research of global
standards, the University of
Mediterranean Karpasia is making
valuable contributions to public
welfare as a research and
development center. In this context,
the ‘Education within Production’
program provides the students with
the opportunity to have a hands-on
work experience with an intention
to educate leader human resources
who are competent in applications,
environmentally
and
socially
conscious and who are in constant
self innovation process.

As a pioneering educational
institution, we intend to educate
solution-oriented,
self-initiative
individuals with good leadership
and professional skills, who adapt
to rapidly changing scientific and
social conditions of the 21st
century with a high level and
updated knowledge, good social
communication skill, effective use
of technology, and the necessary
skills to successfully implement
team
work.
Institution
Administration and Inspection.
WHY UMK?
North Cyprus, because it offers:
• Easy integration into cultural and climatic conditions,
• An island famous for its exceptional natural beauty and historical
richness,
• Friendly and cordial people,
•
Lifestyle characterized with tranquility and peace (very low crime
rates)
• Multicultural environment with students from 80 different countries,
• An island of Universities and knowledge,
• Education at global and European standards.
•
English - An advantage of education in English for an international
career,
• Facilities and quality of education offered by the university.
The UMK, because it offers:
• Internationally accepted prestigious 4-year undergraduate and
graduate programs,
• English educational standards accepted worldwide,
• Learning by living, experimenting, observing and examining
• Evening courses for professionals
• Quality education at affordable fees,
• Experienced academic staff and employees.

CIVIL AVIATION
TRANSPORTATION
MANAGEMENT AND CABIN
SERVICES
The video link shown below gives
an introduction to the 2 year
associate degree program which
covers the management and
movement of passengers from
check in-until boarding of the
aircraft.
During the second year the
students have an internship
studying and working with XP
Travel and T&T companies that
serve Pegasus Airlines.
In the second video link shown
below, Seran Beyar, Director of
the Aviation School, talks about
the 2 year training program for
cabin staff and during semesters
they are offered internships at
Ercan Airport, Pegasus and T&T
companies to continue their
training and on receiving their
diplomas at the end of their
training they are able find jobs
world wide in accordance with
IATA and EASA rules.

First video - https://youtu.be/L89AeCKeG2k
Second video - https://cyprusscene.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/kabin-hizmetleri-altyazili.mp4?_=1
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"Down Syndrome Event" organised by EMU University
By Ahmet Abdulaziz......
On 21st March 2019, the Nursing
department
of
the
Eastern
Mediterranean
University
organized an event to help raise
awareness of Down Syndrome.
The third year students of the
Nursing department, set-up stands
outside the Thursday Market,
Önder Shopping Center and
Citymall where they handed out
brochures and informed the public
about Down syndrome under the
coordination of academic staff

member Arzu Abiç and research
assistant Gamze Yatmaz.
According to the information
released by the University, the
event was aimed to raise public
awareness in order to increase the
integration of individuals with
Down syndrome into society.

human body is 46, this number is
47 in individuals with Down
Syndrome. There are 6 million
individuals with Down Syndrome
from all over the world. With a
decision made on the 10th of
November 2011, the United
Nations declared the 21st of March

World Down Syndrome Day.
Events are held on this day every
year to help raise awareness. This
day was chosen because March is
the third month and there are three
instead of two copies of
chromosome 21 in individuals
with Down Syndrome.”

The statement issued by the
University on the occasion
mentioned that “Down Syndrome
isn’t a disease it is a genetic
difference. While the number of
chromosomes found in an ordinary

Library week at Eastern Mediterranean University
By Ahmet Abdulaziz......
The Özay Oral Library of the
Eastern Mediterranean University
is celebrating the 55th Library
Week.
The week is being observed in the
Republic of Turkey and the
Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus between 25th and 31st
March 2019.

The official opening of the week
took place at EMU Library
Auditorium at 10:00 a.m. on
Monday, 25th March 2019.
According to the information
released by the University, Mr.
Osman Soykan, the acting Director
of the library, in his speech made
on the occasion, indicated that
they will be organizing different
activities to draw attention to the

societal importance of books,
knowledge, reading and libraries.
Stating that libraries came into
existence with the invention of
writing and have grown steadily
ever since, Soykan emphasized that
knowledge is an important force in
society.
Mentioning the serious investment
made to electronic library services
by university management in
recent years, Soykan went on to
express that research activity and
academic output have increased
parallel to this investment.
Soykan concluded by highlighting
their goal of further improving the
EMU library with a strong focus
on information technologies.
In a speech of his own, EMU
Rector Prof. Dr. Necdet Osam
noted that Library Week is one of
the events which they value the
most
and
highlighted
the
importance
of
access
to
knowledge.
Stating that it is a lot easier to

access information today than it
was before, Prof. Dr. Osam
indicated
that
libraries
are
combining new functions with the
old to provide incredible services.
Expressing his pride in the
sophistication of EMU’s database
Prof. Dr. Osam noted that they
chose
the
slogan
“Virtue,
Knowledge and Advancement” for
EMU’s 40th year because of their
belief people can make better
contributions to the world when
knowledge is transformed into
virtue.
Following the opening addresses,
at 10:30 a.m., a screening of the
documentary entitled “Birds of
Feather: Stories from a Conflict
Zone” took place with Turkish,
Greek and English sub-titles.

UNIVERSITY NEWS
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$10,000 Prize Contest for Artists from 14 Turkic States
By Ahmet Abdulaziz.....
The Cyprus Museum of Modern
Arts, the foundations of which
were laid at the Near East
University Campus and which is
scheduled to open its doors to
public on 15 November 2020, held
a press meeting and delivered
information about the “Sculpture
Contest ” to be held for artists from
14 Turkic states to design the
sculpture to be exhibited at the
entrance of the museum. The artist
who designs the sculpture best
depicting the culture, history and
art of the Turkic Republics will be
the winner of the contest and
awarded with 10 thousand dollars.
Delivering the opening speech of
the meeting, Vice Rector Associate
Professor Murat Tüzünkan stated
that an international contest was
initiated and delivered information
about the university’s vision of art.
The Acting Rector Professor

Sadıkoğlu
delivered
detailed
information about the Sculpture
Contest to be held for artists to
design the sculpture to be exhibited
at the entrance of the Cyprus
Museum of Modern Arts. In her
remarks, Cyprus Museum of
Modern Arts Acting Director
Görkem Bulunç gave information
about the museum, which will open
its doors to the public in 2020. In
his remarks, Professor Erdal
Aygenç, the Dean of the Faculty of
Fine Arts and Design, talked about
the workshops and exhibitions that
were planned and held by the
museum.

education concept in visual arts,
design, architecture, sports, music,
dance and theater. In this
framework, we have brought the
Cyprus Museum of Modern Arts,
Cyprus Car Museum, Cyprus
Turkish National History Museum,
Maritime Museum and Herbarium
Museum into being in order to
make art last for centuries and
remain as cultural heritage to the

future”. Expressing that the Cyprus
Museum of Modern Arts aims to
unveil the country’s modern art
accumulation, Associate Professor
Tüzünkan stated that the museum
had the mission of building a
bridge connecting the country’s arts
and culture with the arts and culture
of
14
Turkic
states
and
communities.

By referring to “Art is Long, Life is
Short”, the aphorism by the ancient
Greek
physician
Hippocrates,
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Tüzünkan said:
“This quote tells us that although
life is over, art lasts for centuries
and is left as a heritage to the
future. As Near East University, we
have adopted an innovative

“Turkey Printmaking Artists Exhibition” receiving interest
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....
Mr. Fikri Ataoğlu, the Minister of
Tourism
and
Environment,
recently inaugurated the “Turkey
Printmaking Artists Exhibition”
consisting
of
60
artworks

specifically created for the Cyprus
Museum of Modern Arts.
The exhibition carries the works of
7 print-making artist members
from the Young Generation Artists

of Turkey.

project of the Cyprus Museum of
Modern Art.

In the inauguration ceremony,the
Vice Rector of Near East
University, Professor Dr. Fahrettin
Sadıkoğlu, said that they have the
honour of opening the exhibition of
artworks created by the young
printmaking artists of Turkey aging
between 25-30 years of age and
that have a promising future as
their names will now be advertised
to the world through this exhibition
as their works will be presented to
the rest of the world.

He mentioned that hundreds of
artists from around the world came
to the Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus and opened
exhibitions, and emphasized that
the museum now has a huge
collection including over six
thousand artworks consisting of oil
paintings, watercolours, kuvarj,
print paintings, photos, prepared in
different techniques.

He further said that a foundation
has been established in the field of
culture and art as a result of the

The exhibition, consisting of metal
engraving, serigraphy and high
printing techniques, will remain
open between 9am - 12.00noon
until 9 April 2019.
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Dream Catchers and More...

By Peri Sualp...
A dream catcher is a wooden hoop,
covered in a net or web of natural
fibers with meaningful sacred
items such as certain feathers or
beads attached, hanging down from
the hoop. Even though you can find
a variety of different sizes and
styles today, it was originally
created by American Indians.
Real authentic dream catchers are
handmade and crafted from all
natural materials; every feather and
every bead represents something.
There are different myths over
dream catchers but my favourite is
about a spider that gives his sacred
web as a present to an old lady in
return for saving his life.

Traditionally they are hung over
beds or windows as a protective
charm from bad dreams and
nightmares. It is believed that only
the good dreams can pass through
the holes of the web of a dream
catcher and the bad ones are
entangled through the web keeping
you safe all night long.
I find this idea super magical and I
have been mesmerized with all
sorts of dream catchers since my
early age.
You can find all types of dream
catchers in different colours, sizes
and shapes in my room. I love their
design and art and how they have a
background story behind them.

Some have rock collection, some
have napkin collection etc. I have a
dream catcher collection which I
enjoy doing as a hobby and a way
of representing how variable my
dreams are for me. Personally I
don’t think dream catchers are only
for dreams in your mind while you
are sleeping, I believe that dream
catchers are aiming for any type of
bad
memory
or
anything
whatsoever bad! And not only
when we are only sleeping but also
when we are awake too. I would
like to think that the dream
catchers catch anything bad around
you and protect you from evil so I
keep a collection of them and I
have always wanted to create one
of my own!

Alara Kizilkanat. She was not only
very friendly with everybody but
also very enthusiastic showing the
techniques over and over with
great patience and calm.
Alara is actually a 22 year old
interior designer who makes
accessories and dream catchers as a
hobby. But it seems like her hobby
is going to take over her profession
as she has wonderful creations. She
started to sell her products in local
festivals and events and she has
just started her very first workshop.
So it was the ‘firsts’ day for both
of us. If you want to follow her just
type ‘wildsouldreamcatcher’ for
both facebook and instagram.

I guess my mum must have been
tired of buying these collection
pieces and she surprised me with a
dream catcher workshop two
weeks ago! I had gone crazy with
the idea of making one of my own
dream catchers. I have to say that I
didn’t succeed very well on my
first try but I have created an
interesting art of my own! But the
instructor said it was pretty good
for my first trial! I’ll keep trying!
The workshop was at O-live Cafe
in Lefkosa and our instructor was

continued on next page ...
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continued ....
And the O-live Cafe..... I can’t be
happier to learn of the existence of
such a place in North Cyprus. It is
actually a boutique cafe and
organic market together, which
first opened its doors in July 2017
by Orcun Cananoglu.
You can find most of the healthy
and organic food you might be
looking for - including fresh
items, in that little market. They
said that fresh vegetables and fruit
comes
on
Mondays
and
Thursdays, so if you want ‘fresh
fresh’, you better note these two
days! Moreover, you can give
your order online using an
application called ‘coconapp’ and
then go and pick up your purchase
ready to go.

Dream Catchers and More...
O-live Cafe also has another
interesting product to sell. They
craft their own beer. Mum tasted
one of the different flavours and
she thinks it is one of the best
beers she has ever had. You can
go and taste the beers anytime but
keep in mind that the cafe has
‘aperitivo hours’ on Fridays.
They also have live music from
time to time and amazing
workshops like Alara’s. O-live is
definitely my kind of place and if
you want to get more information
or make a reservation for the
events you can follow them on
Olive Cyprus @instagram and Olive @facebook. (Or feel free to
give a call at 0392 3303003).

Thanks to my mum who is
catching my dreams for me,
another wish of mine has come
true!
I had been to this amazing
workshop where I got to create my
very own dream catcher.

And I surely enjoyed having this
unique experience in such an
amazing place. I am really glad I
took part in this activity over all. It
was an amazing day for me...
Please follow
perisualp@instagram
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Adventure on the road with cyclist Abdulhalim Akçay - Part 8
By Ahmet Abdulaziz.....

repair costs of his bicycle.

Here we have details of the
ongoing adventure of Abdulhalim
AKÇAY from 19th to 25th March
2019. He is presently touring
Turkey on his bicycle.

MILAS was still 30km away when
it became dark. He tried to find a
suitable site to fix his tent. The
petrol stations there refused to
allow him to pitch his tent in their
areas. However, one young worker
offered him first coffee and they all
offered him dinner, but did not
allow staying the night there.

111th day (19/03/2019)
Last night was a wonderful night
which he spent in his tent on the
beach of Gümüşlük area. He woke
up late, and set off towards
Turgutreis area. The road , weather
and the scenery were all lovely.
However, he did not stay long at
Turgutreis and moved ahead for
AKYARLAR. He spent time
roaming at the BITEZ beach,
where he did some photography
and spoke to people. Once again
he had to get some repairs done to
his bicycle.
In the evening he met Hasan
Yediyıldız, who was following him
through facebook. He offered him
a nights stay at his place. It was a
wonderful offer which he accepted.
Hasan bey was a widely travelled
person and was also having a
couple of friends like him. He
spent a wonderful time at the
residence of Mr. Hasan with his
friends.

He continued moving ahead on his
bicycle in dark. Ultimately he was
allowed to fix his tent in the area of
a roadside restaurant.
112th day (20/03/2019)

abound and this was a new
experience for him. The manager
of the station noticed and not only
allowed him to use the toilet but
also offered him coffee.
He moved ahead to MILAS, but
decided not to stay long there, and
continued towards KARBUZLU.
The road was very bad and not
suitable for cycling, but he didn't
have any choice but to keep moving
ahead.
He reached KARPUZLU at about
8pm. He went to the local
municipality office, who provided
him a small room for his night's
stay. It was a tiresome hard day.

He had a wonderful time at the
residence of Mr. Hasan and his
friends. They offered him advice
that would help him on the ongoing
tour. Next morning the tour
continued as the weather was fine.
The next stop was the eating place
of Mr. Halil, on the way to
ORTAKENT YALIKAVAK. He
went to the city centre to get his
bicycle repaired, which was
creating problem repeatedly, most
probably due to he heavy load that
it is carrying for a long period of
time. Here Mr. Levent of Bodrum
Cycling Association met all the

113th day (21/03/2019)
He started off next morning
towards MILAS, which was still 20
km away.
The weather was sunny and hot.
For the first time he came across a
petrol station where the workers
did not allow him to use their
toilet. It was something very
strange, in a country where tourists continued on next page ...
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continued ....

Adventure on the road - Part 8

114th day ( 22/03/2019)

115th day (23/03/2019)

116th day (24/03/2019)

117th day (25/03/2019)

The journey to KARPUZLU (93rd
district of the tour) was very tiring,
so he decided to have one rest day
there. He met a number of people
of different ages, who showed
interest in his adventure. The
young ones in particular asked him
a number of questions about his
activities and experiences during
his tour.

He started off late pedalling
towards ÇİNE and YATAĞAN.

Today he reached YATAĞAN, the
91st district of Turkey. It is a
lovely small place, where the
people were friendly and straight.
He went for a tour of the area, and
met people from all walks of life.
He went to the local municipality
of ULA village, and got their
permission to spend the night in
the area.

A day earlier his power bank was
broken. However, a friendly
sportsman of the area gifted him a
power bank. It was a wonderful
gift. He spent most part of the day
there, and started off late for
MUĞLA. Serkan Taşdelen, a well
known cyclist of the area met him
there. He had already come in
contact with him on the internet.
He spent a good time with him.

He went to the historical old city,
did some photography there, and
spent most of the day resting in the
room provided by the local
municipality.

He went past the centre of ÇİNE
and moved up to SOĞUTCUK
village near AKÇAOVA, which
was not too far away, but it was
already dark, when he reached
there. He decided to spend the
night in the outer area of a local
mosque. However the person in
charge there refused to grant him
permission to pitch his tent near the
mosque. Although he explained to
him that he is a tourist travelling
for the last 4 months in the area, he
did not give him the permission.
There was no alternative for him
but to find some other place to
spend the night. He moved ahead
in the dark, it was almost midnight,
when he found a suitable place at a
further distance of about 600
meters.

He was allowed to fix his tent in
the
social
centre
of
the
municipality. The centre was
closed for the season, and would
reopen during the summer.
He met some young boys riding
their trail motorcycles and a
number of other people. It was a
wonderful day.

He also toured the Muğla
University area which was on the
outskirts of Muğla. On his way he
found a young female student of
the university whose bicycle had
broken down. She was a student of
the university which had provided
her with the bicycle. Interestingly
her bicycle had broken down the
very first day. He managed to put
the bicycle back in order.
On his way up the hill he met a
number of university students, who
showed their interest in him. He
spent a good time talking with the
students.
He kept on moving ahead, when he
met Mr. Muammer, who helped
him in finding a place to pitch his
camp for a night's stay.
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GAU Poetry
screened
film
to increase
knowledge
about
AIDS
World
Day
event
in honour
of Mahmut
Islamoğlu
On the occasion of 21 March
World
Poetry
Day,
Girne
Municipality
together
with
researcher, writer and poet
Neriman Cahit, honoured one of
the important names of Turkish
Cypriot Literature and poetry,
Folklore writer and Poet Mahmoud
Islamoğlu. Merter Refikoğlu and
Serkan Soyalan read poems and
Hasan Günyüz provided a music
concert.
Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördű,
drew attention to the awards of
Neriman Cahit, researcher writer,
literary writer, women's rights
advocate, journalist and teacher
who has published numerous
books. Mayor Güngördü, said
folklore writer and poet Mahmut
Islamoğlu
has
attended
international congresses, seminars
and symposiums and has in the

best way promoted our culture and
our country, and emphasized that
he has also received many awards.
Güngördü pointed out that
Islamoğlu, who is also a teacher,
and is the first honorary doctorate
writer in the field of folklore in
Cyprus has created many literary
utterances and narratives that have
been forgotten.
In his speech, Mahmut İslamoğlu
expressed his happiness for having
been honoured with the evening
which had been organised and
thanked everyone who had
contributed to the event. Mahmut
Islamoglu said I follow the
footsteps of Ataturk, I do not know
the right-left. I was a Mujahid. I
taught the Greeks and Turks. I
taught at the English School.
Islamoglu said that the poem he
wrote on the Cyprus Peace

Operation was composed by Jale
Derviş and received an award.
Islamoglu received a standing
ovation with his poems.

pointed out that poetry is a
resistance against fascism and
wished a world of love,
brotherhood and peace.

Serkan Soyalan, the President of
the Cyprus Literary Association,
stated that the two important values
of Turkish Cypriot Literature were
mentioned with the poems at an
event organized by the Girne
Municipality on the occasion of
World Poetry Day. Serkan Soyalan

Yiltan Taşcı, in turn, said that he
felt fortunate to be able to work
together with Mahmut İslamoglu.
He add that Islamoğlu’s Cyprus
Turkish Folklore works, expressed
his favourite poems and the satire
contained in them.

Mahmut Islamoğlu

The Prisoner of Second Avenue, A great play from GIBETSU
Girne
Municipality
Theater
Studio (GIBETSU), staged for the
first time the theatre play The
Prisoner of Second Avenue by
Neil Simon which was directed by
Nermin Ugur. The play organised
by Çatalköy Municipality, was
held for the 1st International
Theatre Festival on 21 and 22
March 2019 at the Çatalköy
Municipality
Erol
Avgören
Cultural Center.

Girne
Municipality
Artistic
Director Derman Atik, said they
had spent 2 months trying to
stage the play The Prisoner of
Second Avenue, indicating, the
way of life and change and the
tragic language which is a funny
language. Derman Atik also said
although there are no copyright
laws in the TRNC, Onkar Agency
in Turkey had indicated royalties
would need to be paid.

Mehmet Soyluoglu, Ayleta Futsi,
Serife
Eminaga,
Aysen
Rahvancioglu, Sevil Birben Sargin,
Derman Atik, Perihan Hulusioglu,
Dilek Seçkin and Fethi Ercan,
while Fatma Tüney and Perihan
Hulusioğlu also took on the role of
co-directors. Other contributors to
the play are as follows; Light
Design and Light Application
- Mehmet Saygıer, Decor Design
- Derman Atik, Decor Application
- Levent Korol, Celal Onat, Music
It is intended to stage plays for and Music Effect Application
the new season with Örik's To be - Evren Mercimekçi.
a Star and a work by Tennessee
Williams.

Girne Mayor Nidai Güngördü
said that he believes art for all
humanity is the most important
way to lead to world peace. Nidai
Güngördü thanked GIBETSU for
the ”The Prisoner of Second
Avenue” which is one of the
most important theatre plays of
the world.

Who was in the play?
Directed by Nermin Ugur.
Performers in the play were Cenk
Gurcag, Ilyur Varoglu Atik,
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North Cyprus Events Calendar
30th March to 26th April 2019
A list of events you can look forward to in North Cyprus. For those charity fund-raisers, venues etc. who would like to include an event in the
Weekly Events Calendar, contact Chris or Margaret at cyprusscene.com.
The Events Calendar is published on cyprusscene.com website every week on Thursday so please try to submit information you would like to
be included by Wednesday each week.
Tina. Tickets will be £50 per person. The
event will be in aid of the British Cemetery
Committee.
Tickets ordered are now
6th April – Saturday - Island Studio will be available for collection at Best Seller
holding a series of art classes on Saturdays – 6th, Bookshops, Karakum and Alsancak. Please
13th, 20th, 27th April starting at 10am, at The Food try to have correct money when paying and no
Lodge in Catalkoy. Materials will be provided. old or defaced GBP notes.
Reservations must be made in advance – call 0548
18th April – Thursday - Quiz of the Week
857 3244.
with Susie, followed by Karaoke at the Balti
6th/7th April – Saturday/Sunday - Lefke Portakal House, Esentepe at 8pm. 5TL per person. 2course quiz menu 40TL. To book call 0542
Festival.
889 3034.
7th April – Sunday - Classical concert at Karaman
Church at 7pm. Ayse Karaoglan (Violin) and 19th April – Friday - Bingo at Charlie’s Bar,
Atakan Sari (Piano). Entrance by donation of Esentepe at 8.30pm.
35TL.
19th April – Friday - Black Olive Cafe,
To book email karamanchurch@outlook.com
Alsancak will be having Afternoon Tea and
11th April – Thursday - There will be a music and Market in the Garden from 1pm.
entertainment quiz at Red Ribbon Restaurant,
Karakum in aid of Hope 4 Pets starting at 7pm. 23rd April – Tuesday - RBL, Kyrenia Branch
60TL includes a buffet meal. To book call Mick on will be having a lunch party to celebrate St
George’s Day at Blakes Lounge Bar and
0533 877 4537.
Bistro. 12noon for lunch at 1pm. Traditional
11th April – Thursday - Quiz of the Week with British food, 65TL per ticket. To book contact
Susie, followed by Karaoke at the Balti House, Jenny Tyler 0533 876 1483 or email
Esentepe at 8pm. 5TL per person. 2-course quiz shop@rblkyrenia.com.
menu 40TL. To book call 0542 889 3034.
23rd April – Tuesday - RBL, Kyrenia Branch
12th April – Friday - Bingo at Charlie’s Bar, will be having a lunch party to celebrate St
George’s Day at Meryams Hotel, Catalkoy.
Esentepe at 8.30pm.
12.30pm noon for lunch at 1.30pm. Traditional
12th April – Friday - Black Olive Cafe, Alsancak British food, 65TL per ticket. To book contact
or email
will be holding a Tamla Motown and Soul night for Jill Bell 0548 8273910
Green Hill Cemetery starting at 7.30pm. Basket poppy@rblkyrenia.com.
meals will be available.
25th April – Thursday - Quiz of the Week
14th April – Sunday - Turkcell Girne Half with Susie, followed by Karaoke at the Balti
Marathon. Starts and finishes at Kordonboyu, House, Esentepe at 8pm. 5TL per person. 2Girne. 3km, 7km and 21km. More information course quiz menu 40TL. To book call 0542
889 3034.
coming soon.
5th April – Friday - Bingo at Charlie’s Bar,
Esentepe at 8.30pm.

30th March – Saturday - Football :
Çanakkale v Değirmenlik (L1) at Muharrem
Döveç Stadı, Famagusta. Kick off 2.30pm.
Merit Alsancak Yeşilova v L. Gençler Birliği
(SL) at Orhan Dural Stadı, Karaoglanoglu. Kick
off 2.30pm
Çetinkaya v Gönyeli (SL) at Ataturk Stadium,
Lefkosa. Kick off 2.30pm.
Küçük Kaymaklı v Esentepe (SL) at Şht
Hüseyin Ruso Stadıum, Lefkosa. Kick off
2.30pm
31st March - Sunday – Football :
Düzkaya v Maraş (L1) at Nihat Bağcier Stadı,
Catalkoy (behind Tempo) Kick off 2.30pm.
Mağusa Türk Gücü v Girne Halk Evi (SL) at
Gazimağusa Canbulat Stadıum, Famagusta.
Kick off 2.30pm.
Türk Ocak v Binatlı (SL) at 20 Temmuz Mete
Adanir Stadium, Girne. Kick off 2.30pm.
31st March – Sunday - The Soulist Coffee and
Music House, Alsancak present Classical
Concert. Doors open 18.30, concert 19.00.
Entrance 40TL. Pre-sale tickets at The Soulist
(Limited seating available).
31st March – Sunday - Mothers Day at Blakes
Lounge Bar and Bistro, Alsancak, Sunday Roast
Special. To book call 0548 839 4007.

4th April – Thursday - Quiz of the Week with
Susie, followed by Karaoke at the Balti House,
Esentepe at 8pm. 5TL per person. 2-course
quiz menu 40TL. To book call 0542 889 3034. 16th April – Tuesday - Supper Club event at the 26th April - Friday - Bingo at Charlie’s Bar,
Kaya Palazzo Hotel, Karaoglanoglu with Totally Esentepe at 8.30pm.
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Adem Çavuşoğlu breaks TRNC Javelin record
and Department of Sports Sciences
academic staff.

By Ahmet Abdulaziz.....
Adem Çavuşoğlu, a third year
student of Eastern Mediterranean
University, recently broke the
TRNC Javelin record, with a throw
of 60.83 meters , in the 18th Seyfi
Alanya Throwing Cup which took
place in Nevin Yanıt Athletics
Complex, Mersin. He ultimately
ended up third in this tournament.
Adem Çavuşoğlu also holds the
TRNC youth records with a throw
of 57.17 metres. After his latest
achievement,
Çavuşoğlu
was
congratulated and awarded a
plaque by EMU Health Sciences
Faculty Dean Prof. Dr. Mehtap
Malkoç along with the Vice-Deans

EMU Rector Prof. Dr. Necdet
Osam also received Adem
Çavuşoğlu in his office. EMU
Health Sciences Faculty Dean Prof.
Dr.
Mehtap
Malkoç
and
Department of Physiotherapy and
Rehabilitation
academic
staff
member / Department of Sports
Sciences Coordinator Asst. Prof.
Dr. Berkiye Kırmızıgil were also
present during the visit during
which EMU Rector Prof. Dr.
Necdet Osam congratulated the
athlete, wishing the continuation of
his success and noting that EMU
will continue to support successful
athletes.

TRNC Under 15 Badminton Championship
By Ahmet Abdulaziz.....
The Under 15 TRNC Badminton
Championship was played on
Saturday 23rd March 2019.
In total 39 matches were played in
five categories. The matches
started at 9.30 and finished by end
of the day when the prizes were
distributed.
The singles finals in both boys and
girls categories were in fact the
best contested ones, where the

young contestants exhibited best
of their abilities. In the boys'
singles final, Hazan Ali Akhisar
of Near East University won over
Hüseyin Sahali. It was a well
contested match.
In the girls' singles final Rabia
Kadiroğulları of Near East
University won over Nehir Arslan.
On overall points basis, Near East
University managed to hold the
top position, whereas the Girne
University and Net Sports had the
second and third position.
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EMU Chess team became University Champions in Turkey
By Ahmet Abdulaziz .....
The Chess team of Eastern
Mediterranean University, recently
became university champions of
Turkey after winning a tournament
organized by the Turkish Chess
Federation.
According to the information
released by the University, the
tournament took place in Antalya
between the 16th and 23rd of
March 2019.
A total of 103 universities
competed in the tournament.
The EMU Chess Team defeated
teams from Pamukkale University,
İzmir Katip Çelebi University,
Marmara University, Hacettepe
University, Boğaziçi University

and Bursa Uludağ University to
become Turkish champions.
Group supervisor and coach Talat
Şentürk congratulated the team for
making EMU proud by defeating
all of their opponents and
becoming champions. Şentürk also
thanked EMU Rector Prof. Dr.
Necdet Osam and Sports Affairs
Director Cemal Konnolu for their
contributions to the team’s success,
indicating that they made a plan
and implemented it to bring the
gold to EMU.
Şentürk concluded by stating “We
are deeply saddened by the passing
of our student Yasin Düşüner to
whom
we
dedicate
our
championship.
He will always be in our heart.”
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NORTH CYPRUS CHEMIST ROTA
30th March – Saturday
Aydin Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad Alsancak. Tel: 821 3361
Ziya Sencer Eczanesi, Mete Adair cad. Magıc Tower Girne.
Tel: 815 2661

3rd April – Wednesday
Ahmet Çağer Eczanesi, Ankara Cad. Alsancak. Tel: 821 3434
Güven Eczanesi, Salıh Mıroğlu Cad. Gırne. Tel: 815 2409

31st March – Sunday
Ilgen Eczanesi, Bedreddin Demırel Cad. Girne. Tel: 815 8118
Kandil Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Chicken Planet/GAU. Tel: 822 3842

4th April – Thursday
Setenay Bebgisu Eczanesi, Semıh Sancar Sokak, Doğankoy.
Tel: 816 0082
Sule Eczanesi, Dr Salih Miroglu Cad Alier Plaza, Gırne. Tel: 816 1213

1st April – Monday
Eminağa Eczanesi, Ziya Rızkı Cad. Gırne. Tel: 815 2248
Nazim Variş Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad. Alsancak. Tel: 821 3088

5th April – Friday
Aşar Eczanesi, Mustafa Çağatay Cad Girne. Tel: 815 7075
Tören 11 Eczanesi, Vakıflar Çarşısı, Gırne. Tel: 815 1790

2nd April – Tuesday
Ayşen Altan Eczanesi, Mareşal Fevzi Çakmak Cad, Lapta.
Tel: 0533 858 5208
Sertaç Eczanesi, Kurtuluş Cad. Girne (Teachers Hotel). Tel: 815 9067

6th April – Saturday
Karpuzolu Eczanesi, Uğur Miroğlu Cad. Karakum. Tel: 816 1230
Pinar Keklik Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad, Alsancak. Tel: 821 3077

Duty Chemists for the Girne - Alsancak - Lapta areas
Chemist Winter Opening Hours
On weekdays, Pharmacy opening hours change to 8am to 6.30pm Monday to Friday and
Saturdays between 8am and 1.30pm until March 31, 2019.

Emergency Telephone Numbers
mobile numbers are prefixed 0533 or 0542 or 0548
landline numbers are prefixed 0392
POLICE
Emergencies
General
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt
Lapta

155
228 3411
815 2125
228 3311
366 5310
714 2140
821 8512

FIRE
Emergencies
Forest Fire
Girne
Lefkosa
Gazi Mağusa
Guzelyurt

199
177
815 2111
227 1259
366 5389
714 2200

AMBULANCE
Emergencies

112

HOSPITAL
Girne
Lefkoşa
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

8152266/815 2254
228 5441;
3662876/3665328
714 2125

ELECTRICITY
Electrical faults
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

188
225 3436
815 2223
366 5514
714 2122

WATER
Water problems:
Lefkoşa
Girne
Gazi Mağusa
Güzelyurt

228 3315
815 2118
366 4483
714 3516

Kyrenia Weather (from 29th March 2019)
10-day Forecast
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How did you do?
Girne American University made a mark in table tennis
By Ahmet Abdulaziz.....
The Men's and Women's table
tennis teams of the Girne
American University recently won
the double championship in the
Inter-University Table Tennis
Championship organized by the
Federation of Sports of the TRNC.
The tournament was contested by 6
men and 4 women teams.
According to the information
issued to the press by the
University, the athletes of the
university were presented with
their medals from GAU Head of
Health, Culture and Sports
Department Türkay Akpınar and
the President of Table Tennis
Federation of TRNC.
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Result : Esentepe KKSK 4 Genclik Gucu TSK 1

Result :Esentepe KKSK 2 BAF Ülkü Yurdu 0
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It was thrilling end to end stuff
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Football Fixtures for 30/31March and 5/6/7 April
Selected matches for weekend 30/31 March

Richard Beale ....
As you may have only received your
copy of CyprusScene E-newspaper on
Saturday it may be too late for you to
plan going to watch a local football
match.
So every week we will publish the
current weekend matches plus the
following week to make it easier for
you to plan ahead.
This weeks 'Pick of the matches" we
delve into the BTM League 1 White
Group the final matches of the season.

PLACE

DATE

L

MATCH

CATALKÖY
Nihat Bağcier Stadı

Sun Mar 31

L1

Düzkaya v Maraş ko 2-30pm (Stadium behind Tempo
Supermarket)

FAMAGUSTA
Gazimağusa Canbulat Stadıum
Muharrem Döveç Stadı

Sun Mar 31
Sat Mar 30

SL
L1

Mağusa Türk Gücü v Girne Halk Evi ko 2-30pm
Çanakkale v Değirmenlik ko 2-30pm

GIRNE
20 Temmuz Mete Adanir Stadium Sun Mar 31

SL

Türk Ocak v Binatlı ko 2-30pm

KARAOĞLUANOĞLU
Orhan Dural Stadı

SL

Sun Mar 31

Merit Alsancak Yeşilova v L. Gençler Birliği ko 230pm
BTM Karaoğlanoğlu v Tatlısu HOSK ko 2-30pm

LAPTA
Şht Şevket Kadır Stadı

Sun Mar 31

BTM Lapta v Yilmazköy ko 2-30pm

Lapta are home to Yilmazköy and
Karaoğlanoğlu take on Tatlısu
HOSK. Karaoğlanoğlu must win,
Lapta can get a away with a draw. Its
all down to what happens in both
games to see who gets automatic
promotion to League
.
SL= Super League. L1= League 1

LEFKOŞA
Atatürk Stadıum
Şht Hüseyin Ruso Stadıum

Sat Mar 30
Sat Mar 30

SL
SL

BTM= BTM League 1.

ESENTEPE
Erdal Barut Stadıum
FAMAGUSTA
Dr Fazıl Küçük Stadı
Maraş Stadı
GIRNE
20 Temmuz Mete Adanir Stadium

Lapta lead Karaoğlanoğlu by 2 points,
so it all depends on the result of the
last matches of the season.

Sat Mar 30

Çetinkaya v Gönyeli ko 2-30pm
Küçük Kaymaklı v Esentepe ko 2-30pm

Selected matches for weekend 30/31 March
DATE

L

MATCH

Sun Apr 7

SL

Esentepe v Merit Alsancak Yeşilova ko 3-30pm

Sat Apr 6
Sun Apr 7

L1
L1

Yonpaş Dumlupınar v Çanakkale ko 3-30pm
Maraş v Yeniboğaziçi ko 3-30pm

Sat Apr 6
Sun Apr 7

SL
SL

Doğan Türk Birliği v Baf Ülkü Yurdu ko 3-30pm
Girne Halk Evi v Cihangir ko 3-30pm

Frı Apr 5

SL

Gençler Birliği v Çetinkaya ko 7-00pm (floodlight
match)

Sun Apr 7

L1

Karşıyaka v Akova Vurdu ko 3-30pm

Şht Hüseyin Ruso Stadıum

Sat Apr 6
Sun Apr 7
Sun Apr 7

SL
SL
SL

Yenicamı v Mağusa Türk Güçü ko 3-30pm
Gönyeli v Türk Ocak ko 3-30pm
Glençik Gücü v Küçük Kaymaklı ko 3-30pm

OZANKÖY
Mustafa Özkayım Stadı

Sat Apr 6

L1

Ozanköy v Mesarya ko 3-30pm

PLACE

ISKELE
Cumhuriyet Stadıum
KARŞIYAKA
Ergin Cemal Şahdur Stadı
LEFKOŞA
Atatürk Stadıum
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Görneç Crowned Champions!
By Richard Beale....
Görneç were crowned Champions of
the BTM Red Group in their final
game of the season winning 1-0 at
their fellow neighbouring village
Serdarlı.
Serdarlı 14 Ağustos Stadium was
packed to the rafters, the atmosphere
was tense, could Görneç secure the
one vital point to guarantee their
return to the K-Pet League 1 at the
first attempt after they were relegated
last season. Fittingly their leading
goalscorer ARDA ÖZBEN secured
victory just before half-time with a
header to send the Görneç fans into
ecstasy.
Second place Dörtyol and third place
Vadili both have one more match
left to play, with Dörtyol on 34
points and Vadili on 33 points. The
problem is for both teams their
opponents Gazıköy and Geçitkale
may not be able to raise teams to play
them. In that case the matches will be
awarded to Dörtyol and Vadili
without them having to kick a ball, it
means however that Dörtyol will
secure second place and they will
play whoever finishes second in the
White Group to contest the final
promotion place into League 1.

GÖRNEÇ team celebrating after being crowned CHAMPIONS - Photos: Arena sporkoilk.com/ Cemil Garip.

White Group League leaders LAPTA may be crowned Champions in their last match of the season
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The
A 2019
midweek
KITMOK
BTM League
Enduro Red
Championship
Group Draw!
starts
Result : Geçitkale SK 1 Görneç SK 1
By Ahmet Abdulaziz..
The first of the five races of 2019
KITMOK Enduro Championship was
held on Sunday 24th March 2019, in
the Tirmen area. In total 32
participants contested for top positions
in 7 categories.
The hard track of Tirman was the
centre of the activity where the
participants rode through the 2.85
kilometre long track. In total every
contestant rode through this distance
four times. The first was their trial run.
Here is the list of the ultimate
positions of the contestants in 7
categories.

Kıbrıs Cup - Quarter Finals Second Leg Results
BTM League Football Results for 2/3 March

finals were Ozanköy, who faced a
huge task after losing the first leg at
On Wednesday March 27, the second home 4-1, they went to Famagusta
leg of the Kıbrıs Cup quarter finals and got absolutely slaughtered losing
were played.and the results are shown 10-0. Sadık Balarabe with 4 goals
below.
and Halıl Turan with 3 being among
their scorers.
The shock of the quarter finals was
League 1 side Yonpaş Dumlupınar So joining Dumlupınar in the semiwho are in mid table in their League finals I suppose predictably are the
pulling off a 4-0 away win against Super League's top 3 in the table
struggling Super League outfit Binatlı Yenicamı, Mağusa Türk Birliği and
to win 6-0 on aggregate.
Doğan Türk Birliği. The draw for the
semi-finals will be held on April 1st.
The other League 1 side in the quarter
By Richard Beale .....

By Richard Beale...
In the Red Group there were goals
raining in just like the unseasonable
rain. League leaders Görneç hit 9
against Mehmetçik, with their giant of
a forward ARDA ÖZKAN getting a
hat trick.
Another player FARUK AKKUŞ also
scored 3 goals for Dörtyol who are
second in the table jointly with Görneç
on 30 points who have a better goal
average.
.
In
the
Red
Group
Leaders
Karaoğlanoğlu have a 4 point
advantage after beating Denizli 1-0, in
a very important match.
Lapta climb up into second place after
winning away at Zümrütköy 2-1.
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Scorpions
sting Esentepe
twice! Win!
Junior, Junior,
Junior!
Result : Esentepe KKSK 4 Genclik Gucu TSK 1
By Richard Beale ..

Result : Esentepe KKSK 2 Cihangir SK 0

Saturday February 9, 2019 : KBy Richard Beale ......
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in the
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JUNIOR in action and left celebrating a goal with teammate ÜĞURCAN

when JUNIOR started the move
both teams looked likely to score 81 mins : Junior accepting and
holding the ball found Sane in the
and finished it. The Cameroon
any time they attacked.
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that but
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one
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Evi during
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headed sending
wide. Tuğcan the wrong pass
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in
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:
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14
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the Esentepe player carried on into the
started like a train on fire and looked into the Esentepe penalty area, way.
what a dog fight that will be.
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:
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a
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before when
placingDebola
his shotoutstripped
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35
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squaring
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but
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the this
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have
increased
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in turn
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Theywas
are the
a “Jekyll
from a long Mahmut free kick, great move involving Kaan and Efosa rightly claimed 3 vital points.
foot.
catalyst and
for Hüseyin
goalkeeper Onur could have done out to sum up G Gücü day.
who sent a long ball into
Hyde” team,
their day
they of
cana Mehmet Kiliç got up well but directed exchanging passes down the left.
Esentepe
this onyoung
“giant’
better preventing the goal. 2-1
the visitors goal area, which was
goalkeeper
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Efosa put over a good cross to the far FULL TIME SCORE 2-0
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not his header over the bar.
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lead when
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free kick on the left, Kaan simply ASMILES,
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deserved win
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set
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a
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on
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that
were
not
at
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best. Their
before
crossing
into
the
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to
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Cihangir may have gone on to win the
.
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of
but agaın
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quickly
standing
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a low out
cross
that 65
game. They didn’t and Esentepe got right
The turning
pointheofsent
the attacks
mins : outside
was poor.
managed
to partially
theposition.
winger's game,
their act together and went on to Sane
the ball
Match”.
Sane and Kaan in
Cihangir
attacked
down
the final
in a low
shot that
beat the
diving
hit wide
from asave
great
long
ball
out
of
the
5dominate
mins :theA rest
of the half and come shot before finally it was cleared by right
with to
Musa
cominghis
into
box,
midfield for Esentepe had their
Dağman
complete
hatthe
trick.
G.Gücü
found their Hasan on the Esentepe goal line.
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deserved
it wasfora
away
with 3defence
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of this
the win,
season
26 mins : G.Gücü hit the bar his cross hit the arm of Mustafa Kiliç best match
dangerman Öngür Ongun on the
with put
every
again
referee
Osman
had no hardworking
Esentepe. Inperformance
defence Şahin
in
following an Ocran corner to the and
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TIME
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: 3-1
player
making
a
contribution.
ONUR
left, the prolific
outstripped 32 mins : Efosa picking up the ball in hesitation in awarding a penalty. Up
:
MATCH
NOTESstriker
a real Captain’s performance aided
far post that İltaç managed to
Mustafa Kiliç and got in a shot that the centre circle spotted Junior making stepped Cihangir top goalscorer and was my “Man of the Match” keeping
Quite rightly so in the second half by Uğurcan who defended,
connect with the ball but saw his
the Esentepe
6Esentepe
mins : Cihangir
young hit
keeper
Onur a run into the Cihangir box on the left Captain, Firat but his penalty was Esentepe in the game making crucial
Esentepe were quite content to attacked and was all over the
shot hit the bar and Esentepe
woodwork
when
Bellefortheir
managed to
pushHenri
round
a side, his through ball ended up with the brilliantly parried by Onur who flung saves and of course changing the
defend deep and rely on pitch.
managed to scramble the ball
burly
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it wasfollow
up toupG.
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shooting chance at the far post. His away.
beat away Firat’s
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to take up the initiative which they
shot.
shot went across goal striking the near
13 mins : Esentepe took the lead
failed to do.
It was thrilling end to end stuff

